
Off campus breakfast and coffee 

 

①. Coffee bakery （Chinese name金凤成祥）, close to the Southwest gate 

Opens at 7:00am 

Espresso (maybe called 7° coffee) 10rmb, fresh bread 

 

②. Tous les jours (Chinese name 多乐之日) ,  close to Wu Dao Kou subway  

They have baguette! 

 

In campus coffee (1-2 are in the living area, 3-11 are in the working area) 

 

1. Ada?io coffee  (in the Zhao Lan Yuan shopping area, next to Subway)      

Opens at 6:00am      

Espresso 28rmb, cakes, panini   

 

2. Ten years (Chinese name 十年咖啡) , there are two locations, one of them is 

also a flower shop 

Opens at 8:00am  

Espresso 28rmb,  cheese cake, lunch and dinner 

 

3. An Kitchen (Chinese name 安家小厨 or文图咖啡) , ground floor of Humanities 

and Social Science Library   

Opens at 8:00am   

Espresso 10 rmb, they have some bread (after 8:30) 

 

4. Qingqing Kuai Can (Chinese name 清青快餐 fast food) , ground floor of Qing 

Fen Yuan canteen,  

Opens at 10:30am   

Espresso 10 rmb 

 

5. Yang Wang coffee (Chinese name 仰望咖啡), Main Library 

Opens at 8:00am   

double espresso 18rmb (without membership),  bread, cakes 

 

6. Du Feng coffee (Chinese name 独峰书院咖啡) , close to Guan Chou Yuan canteen  

2
nd
 floor, Coffee place opens at 9:30am  

Espresso 11rmb,  cheese cakes…, lunch and dinner 

Chinese pancake breakfast starts at 7:30 

They have outdoor seating area. 

 

7. Zi Jing coffee (Chinese name 紫荆咖啡), underground of Guan Chou Yuan canteen 

Opens 9:00am – 5:00am 

Espresso ~20rmb 

 



8. Coffee, ground floor of the old Meng Min Wei building, now called Center for 

Student Cultural Activities,  

Opens at 12:00pm 

(they serve the best coffee in campus according to Li Cai) 

 

9. 1911 coffee, on the island of Jin Chun Yuan (used to be part of the Old Summer 

Palace) 

Opens at 9:30am 

Espresso 28rmb, lunch and dinner  

 

10. 邺架轩，Main Library, also a bookstore 

brewed coffee, No espresso      

 

11. Yau Math Science Center at Jing Zhai (静斋), only for mathematicians 

Free coffee everyday! Free snakes and milk!  

 

Canteen （F and G may not work with a visitor’s card） 

 

A. Nan Yuan canteen (Chinese name 南园餐厅), close to the south gate 

 

B. Jia Yuan canteen (Chinese name 家园餐厅), close to the southwest gate 

 

C. Yu Yuan canteen (Chinese name 寓园餐厅), in renovation 

 

D. Lan Yuan canteen 澜园餐厅, Zhao Lan Yuan shopping area 

There are fresh fruit, meat and vegetables in the first floor!  

 

E. Guan Chou Yuan canteen (Chinese name 观畴园餐厅) 

 

F. He Yuan canteen 荷园餐厅, needs faculty card 

 

G. Qing Fen Yuan canteen 清芬园餐厅, 3
rd
 floor is for faculty, needs faculty card 

    

7-11 

 

H. FamilyMart (Chinese name 全家)  

Opens at 7:00am   

Coffee machine is not working due to electronic power reason 

 

Life in Tsinghua 

 

Tsinghua International Students & Scholars Center, https://is.tsinghua.edu.cn 

(English version on the upper right corner) 

https://is.tsinghua.edu.cn/

